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‘Buoy’ antics
amidst bogus boom

Auto housing
hits new heights
Fifty metre high twin steel and glass towers
in Wolfsburg, in the Lower Saxony region
of Germany, function as the intermediate
storage for Volkswagen’s newly completed
cars prior to delivery.

The ASI intervened during April when
Australian steel fabricators were ignored in
the bidding for a $500k contract to produce
three new navigation buoys for Fremantle
Ports Authority (FPA) under the illusion the
local steel industry did not have the technical
capability.
The contract was placed with Zeni Lite Buoys
Co Ltd of Japan with fabrication undertaken
through their facility in Singapore.
ASI WA State Manager, John Brazier said all
indications suggested that no local companies
were even asked to bid for the work.
“I contacted the Australian Steel Institute’s
fabricator members across the State and
none were approached to tender,” Mr Brazier
said.
“It was disappointing that the FPA didn’t
follow the State Government’s policies on
Buy Local (2002) and Building Local Industry
(2004), as applies to them as a Government
Trading Enterprise, by not allowing any
opportunity for local industry to participate in
the project.
“We recognise that globalisation of the market
for fabricated steel opens opportunities for
sourcing, but project proponents should
follow protocols established by government
to ensure local engineering and fabrication
companies are provided with Full, Fair and
Reasonable opportunity to participate.”
Mr Brazier and ASI’s Sydney Head Oﬃce
responded to growing concern from local
fabricators and the WA branch of the
Australian
Manufacturing
Workers
Union
(AMWU) over the incident by mounting a
targeted campaign to highlight the issue and
help dispel the myth of an overcommitted
steel industry out West.
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The ASI’s response also reality checked
recent comments attributed to FPA chief
Kerry Sanderson, who attempted to fend
oﬀ union criticism by alleging Australian
manufacturers were “not up to scratch when
it came to designing the bigger buoys”.

These towers form part of the VW Autostadt
or Motor City, a complex combining a hotel,
restaurant, museum and other attractions
with the core business of selling cars.
Each of these steel-framed parking garages
can hold 400 vehicles which are transported
via lifts in the centre of the structure into the
free bays on 20 storeys.

“That was a misguided comment when
you consider the complex structures our
Australian steel fabricators have built,” Mr
Brazier said.
“Our fabricators, who have built facilities like
a 450-tonne modular bio diesel plant recently
and delivered it to the Top End, can certainly
make and deliver the buoys.
“But above all, our industry needs the Full,
Fair and Reasonable opportunity to provide a
sustainable service and that can only happen
when project proponents set a responsible
example by recognising our industry has the
capability and capacity to do the work.”
It wasn’t long after the media exposure on
the procurement issue, including a letter
from Brazier to WA Premier, the Hon Alan
Carpenter MP, that the FPA invited him to talk
through the issue with them late in April.
“Whilst our discussions supported the logic
of using a proven design, it also conﬁrmed
that the opportunity for Zeni to fabricate
locally was not pursued with vigour by the
FPA, via our ASI state oﬃce, or through the
established
Industry
Capability
Network
(ICNWA),” Mr Brazier said.
“Fortunately,
the
FPA
accepted
this
position and I believe this approach will be
implemented by them in future.
“The learning FPA has taken from this event
is that they should have engaged ICNWA for
names of reputable contractors that Zeni
could have used with conﬁdence.”

“Project proponents should
follow protocols established
by government to ensure
local engineering and
fabrication companies
are provided with Full,
Fair and Reasonable
opportunity to participate.”

Every 40 seconds a new car arrives in the
basement of the cylinder from the production
plant via an automatic underground transport
system, while another leaves the tower in the
direction of the Car Distribution Centre. Over
1000 vehicles are parked and retrieved daily
by a fully automated system.
The constant activity through the inside of
each tower symbolises the pulse of the motor
city. The towers provide a perfect showcase
for the cars through a glass curtain wall,
well lit by night, aﬀording a clear view of the
product and the activity of the enterprise from
the outside.
Each tower comprises a steel
constructed from galvanised ST52
stiﬀened with cross-bracing on the
of the building. ST52 is German
carbon steel with tensile strength
square mm or 510 MPa.

skeleton
T-sections,
perimeter
structural
of 52kg/

The technically advanced Round–Palis 2-180
automatic parking system is used to park and
move the cars as required. Each tower has
two independent vertical elevator systems
reaching one half of the tower each and
travelling up to 47 metres.
Time was of the essence with this project so
steel was the obvious choice for the frame,
allowing maximum oﬀsite fabrication and
minimum dependence on favourable weather.
A steel frame also provided the lightness and
grace desired by the architect without needing
to comprise on strength.
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Project Team
Client: Volkswagen AG, Autostadt, Wolfsburg
Architects: Henn Architekten, Munich, Berlin
Structural Engineers: Windels, Timm
Morgen, Hamburg
Steel contractor: Krupp Stahlbau Hannover
GmbH
Lifting system: Palis Technology, Gersthofen
Conveyor system: Mannesmann Dematic
Engineering
Cost: 11 million Euro (A$18 million)
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